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THE KEY HOLDERS 

CHAPTER ONE 
 

July 24 
Playa Vista, Los Angeles, California 

8:47 p.m. Pacific Time 
 
Three stories underground, beneath 12025 Waterfront Drive, the metallic clanking of 

keys against a closed steel door echoed in an empty corridor. The hallway was protected by four-
inch-thick lead walls and reinforced concrete. Tiny video cameras tucked into the corners 
recorded everyone who passed the threshold into one of the most secure facilities in the world. 
 

The tumblers of a titanium lock clicked dutifully into position as a key was inserted from 
the other side of the door. The key turned, and a mechanized slide bolt hummed inside the wall. 
A tone sounded, indicating that the armored door was unlocked. 

 
The door opened, and a single-file line of fifteen people entered the corridor. An older 

man with a shock of silver hair led them. Five men and two women were dressed in formal attire, 
followed by three men and three women carrying computers and camera bags, with two armed 
guards bringing up the rear. 

 
After everyone entered the corridor, the guards closed and locked the door behind them. 

The older man in front waved a key card over a small pad, and a panel on the wall opened. 
Behind the panel was a digital screen with the outline of a right hand. He placed his hand on the 
screen, and after a few seconds, the outline of the hand flashed green. No one said anything as 
they followed the man through the doorway and into another sealed hallway. 

 
They gathered in an area outside of two closed steel doors. Gerald Balish looked over the 

elite group. Directly in front of him, the seven formally dressed people stood in an arc, stoic and 
expressionless. Behind them, the others gathered around. 

 
"As the Principal Administrator of ICANN's Security Division, I have the honor of 

opening these doors just two times a year…on the special occasions of our meetings." 
 
His bushy white eyebrows jumped with excitement as he spoke.  
 
"The seven of you have been carefully selected from every corner of the world to hold 

and protect a piece of the password to the Domain Name System. Rising above politics, religion, 
and geography, it is only with international collaboration that we can safeguard the credibility of 
the Internet. We meet again my friends to generate the most valuable password in the history of 
the world." 
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Gerald turned, opened the doors, and led the group into the fortified underground 
compound of the Internet Corporation of Assigned Names and Numbers, ICANN. 

 
The Key Holders met twice a year to reencrypt a new password for the system that 

validates the internet addresses of over one billion websites on the Internet, called the Domain 
Name System, or DNS. Their identities were closely guarded secrets maintained in a secured file 
on ICANN's network. They were computer security luminaries, cyber tycoons, and internet 
entrepreneurs. Most chose to remain anonymous, silently serving the world community. At each 
of the formal key ceremonies, they came together from all over the globe to decrypt the current 
password, to witness the generation of a new password, and to receive key cards with a piece of 
the new DNS password. The key ceremony was more than ritual, however. Each time the 
password was generated, ICANN was, in effect, validating to the world that every one of the 
billion IP addresses in its database was an authentic website. The ceremony always ended with a 
lavish party in honor of the Key Holders. 

 
Everyone in the room sat as Gerald and his assistants opened their equipment and 

prepared. The two guards were stationed on either side. 
 
Gerald called out to one of his assistants. 
 
"Brian, please collect the encryption keys from our distinguished guests and activate the 

decryption routine." 
 
A young man with an ICANN badge approached the row where the seven VIP attendees 

sat. He collected their key cards and inserted each into a thin blue encryption unit on the table 
that resembled a DVD player. A small screen on the unit then displayed a twenty-eight-digit 
number, and seven green lights on the device appeared. 

 
"Sir, the keys have been validated. Generating the tool for a 4096-bit RSA key," he 

announced. 
 
Across the face of the device, twenty-eight digits sped through a blur of randomly 

generated numbers, letters, and symbols. After a few seconds, the digit on the far left locked and 
showed only a motionless asterisk. Then the next digit to the right similarly locked an asterisk in 
place. Each digit in succession froze with an asterisk for the next twenty-six seconds. When the 
final digit locked, a surprisingly pleasant chime rang out. 

 
"We have a new password!" he exclaimed with a proud grin.  
 
A burst of applause echoed through the meeting room. Even the two armed guards 

clapped. Gerald removed seven key cards, and he held the cards up. 
 
"These small pieces of plastic and silicon, just three and a third inches long and two and 

an eighth inches wide, contain the most securely protected digital data on Earth. Encoded on 
these cards is the password to the DNS Extensions." 
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In the event of a large-scale interruption of the Internet, either through intentional or 
accidental causes, the seven individuals holding the key cards would be immediately summoned 
to ICANN to validate and reconfigure the root name servers of the DNS. Otherwise, the links 
that connected a billion web addresses to their unique IP addresses would be irrevocably broken. 
The key cards separately were worthless, but collectively they were invaluable. 

 
Ten minutes later, an elevator door opened, and the seven individuals walked, single file, 

into a ballroom that was filled with excited guests. They stepped up onto a raised stage. When 
the guests of honor reached the top, applause filled the room. They stood, side by side, looking 
out at the private reception for them. Seven extraordinary people who secretly were the Key 
Holders of the Internet. 

 
CHAPTER TWO 

 
A man's fingers hovered momentarily over a computer keyboard. Each finger was 

elaborately tattooed from the knuckle down to the cuticle with letters, numbers, and symbols.  
The lines of script were connected and wrapped around each digit, starting from his thumb, and 
snaking to his smallest finger.   
 

The pinpoint detail of the ink echoed the searing pain he had endured as the buzzing 
tattoo needle pierced his paper-thin skin along the bones. For weeks, it stung whenever he moved 
his fingers. But the ritual also had been cleansing and cathartic. Etched on his hands was the 
source code for a malicious computer program that would forever change the world.   

 
In front of him were four glowing computer screens that faced him in formation like 

soldiers. Rows of data flashed rapidly from the bottom of the screens to the top. Thousands of 
lines blurred as they sequenced through the automated program. The data danced like a 
symphony of electrical impulses. His code was at work. 

 
Online, he went by the moniker “eVry1,” because on the Internet everyone is 

everywhere. All the time, any time. There is no geography, no space. There are over a billion 
websites and networks on the Internet . . .  and everyone is just fingertips away.   

 
I am eVry1, and everyone is me. 
 
He cracked his tattooed knuckles as he watched the brute-force cyber-attack that he had 

launched four days ago. One hundred and twenty-four consecutive hours of nonstop, rapid-fire 
attempts to hack into a computer network. Millions and millions of strikes on the network at 
lightning speed. A nonstop hailstorm of electrical assaults. 

 
The computer network under attack was that of an organization unlike any other in the 

world – ICANN - the nonprofit, international association that operates the DNS. ICANN is 
governed by an international coalition to prevent it from being usurped by any one nation. He 
knew that whoever controlled the DNS controlled the Internet.  
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As the digital attack flashed in front of him, eVry1 clasped his fingers together in a ball 
of flesh and ink. He was a new breed of criminal hacker. While most are computer geeks turned 
criminals, he was cracking heads before cracking code. Street thug first, then cyber-criminal. The 
malicious computer program he developed did not quietly breach a network and tiptoe around to 
steal data or money. It attacked, guns blazing, and caused computer systems to malfunction in 
violent ways, causing damage and deaths.  

 
It was just a matter of time before he would blow a hole in the firewall of ICANN’s 

network.  Then he would find the Key Holders of the Internet. With all seven, he would have the 
most valuable password in the world.  

 
  I am eVry1, and everyone is me. 

 


